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occonut, the ssmall holderrs
crrop is on a slow buut
stteady cruisee to becom
me
the mostt sought afterr commoditty
in the world.
w
This traditional
t
oiil
crop gro
own in the tropical weet
regions of the woorld has thhe
potential to becom
me a majo
or
economiic crop for the farmerrs
and thee global economy as a
whole with applications in
i
multiplee
sectors
–
foodd,
beveragee, natural sw
weetener, oil,
fibre, coosmetics, biioenergy annd
what not.
n
The controversiaal
informattion
on
nutritionaal
characteeristics of cooconut and itts
productss are being cracked. Thhe
cruise iss bound to ennd victoriouss,
but to trranslate the vvictories back
Director Board
B
Meeting
to the grass
g
root levvel small annd
marginaal farmers iss a herculeaan for the sustained
s
devvelopment of calamitiees, lack of productt
task.
the
c
coconut
f
farmers
is diversificcation, less bargaining
g
progressing in Indiaa. The workk power, nnon remuneerative pricee
The rulee of the worrld is that thhe was sileent, but the success has and so on. Cocon
nut growing
g
producer is the least benefittedd, started too make noisee thus gettingg countriess have tak
ken nationall
with thee intermediaaries walkinng heard.
policy m
measures and decisions,
off with the chunk oof the successs,
time annd again to
o help thee
especially in the agriculturaal World over the consstraints facedd farmers
overcome
thee
sector. And it is not differennt by the small holdder coconuut constrainnts, but they
y are often
n
with cooconut too. Coconut is
i farmers is the same – old, senilee time bouund program
ms and lack
k
considerred a poor man’s cropp, unproducctive palm
ms, lack of sustainabbility. It is in
n this contextt
the smalll holder farm
mers are merre quality planting m
material, highh that the Coconut Development
D
t
price taakers and thhe constraintts cost of technologyy, pests andd Board, thhe organizaation leading
g
faced byy the farmerss are also thhe disease
incidencee,
naturaal commodiity developm
ment in thee
same, world
w
over. Empowerinng
the cocconut grow
wers to geet
togetherr, equipping them to
t
challennges
convert
intto
opportunnities and creating a
positive mindset forr reaching thhe
unattainable is whaat commoditty
developm
ment organnizations annd
developm
ment workkers shoulld
concentrrate on to transfer thhe
gains of
o developm
ment of thhe
commoddity back to the farmerss.
Becausee unity is
i
strengthh,
knowled
dge is powerr and attitudde
is everrything to conquer thhe
world. Itt is based onn this attributte
that the silent, but pplanned worrk
conceptuualized and implemented
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coconut
sector
of
India
conceptualized the three tier
structure of Farmer Producer
Organisations (FPOs) in India.
The idea was to establish a
sustainable organization - for the
coconut farmers, by the coconut
farmers and of the coconut
farmers.
Coconut Producer Societies –
the stepping stone: The first step
was the aggregation of the grass
root level coconut farmers. Small
cohesive groups called Coconut
Producer Societies (CPS) were
organized consisting of 40-100
coconut farmers cultivating in
contiguous area. Any farmer who
had ten bearing coconut palms
within the area of operation of
the group could become a
member. It was a difficult task
since the development officers of
the Board offered the farmers no
subsidies or free inputs.

Coconut Producer Company Share Holders meeting

successful that at the end of the
day, the participating farmers
themselves started becoming
advocates of the CPS concept.
They understood that activities
like collective purchase of inputs,
community
based
seedling
production, integrated measures
for pest and disease management,
intercropping,
combined
harvesting,
community
based
The
only
offer
was
a
infrastructure
for
farm
level
commitment to stand and work
together with them if they unite. processing etc could yield results
The message delivered was to with little investments.
unite and feel the strength of
togetherness. The farmers had They identified the relevance of a
many apprehensions which were marketable surplus generated in a
voiced in the meetings. They CPS which provided the farmers
were educated on the gains they better bargaining power and
could achieve by
getting thereby remunerative prices. The
organized. The meetings were success of the initiative was that
participatory and PRA techniques it was not built on false promises,
were used for convincing the but on a drive to come together
farmers of the merits of getting and work together.
together. The meetings were so CPS are envisaged by CDB to

Leadership training for office bearers of FPOs
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emerge as sustainable, grass root
level institutions of coconut
farmers and hence they were
provided a legal status. The CPS
are registered as a charitable
society under a common byelaw.
They had a seven member
governing
executive
which
performed
the
executive
functions. Thus CPS are not
loose knit groups, but legal nonprofit institutions working for the
development of its member
farmers.
Coconut
cultivation
is
traditionally prevalent in all the
coastal states of India. Formation
of CPS was initiated in Kerala,
the state with largest area under
coconut. It was a systematic,
step by step approach. Once the
CPS formation in the state gained
momentum, it was slowly
expanded to the neighboring
states and further to all the
coconut growing regions in the
country. Replication of the
organization of farmer collectives
was not difficult since the CPS
formed had already created a
momentum resulting in a mass
movement.
Once the groups are organized, the
next
phase
was
one
of
empowerment. CDB worked on
the motto that Knowledge is power
and the best way to strengthen the
coconut farmer is to empower
them with knowledge. CDB
organized
Leadership
and
Managerial trainings for the CPS
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leaders which were conducted by
reputed institutions. The sessions
were not confined to aspects
regarding scientific cultivation of
coconut,
but
topics
like
Leadership, Communication skills,
Conflict resolution and Problem
solving, Positive thinking, Stress
management
etc were also
included. The idea was to equip
the leaders to lead the
heterogeneous farmers in the
CPS forward, who were a diverse
group of people believing in
different political ideologies,
coming from different religions,
having different levels of
education
and
representing
different strata of the society.

community development process.
The CPS leaders themselves took
the responsibility of forming
more CPS in their neighboring
areas and a silent revolution was
triggered.

The CPS were given a ten point
program of activities that could
be undertaken at their level, as an
eye opener. It was encouraging to
notice that different CPSs
undertook different activities as a
group viz., establishment of
nursery for seedling production,
collective purchase of inputs,
establishment of organic manure
units
with
CDB
support,
collective harvesting of produce,
farm level processing, initiation
The only link that existed of tender coconut parlors etc.
between them was that they were
all coconut farmers. The trainings The success of the venture lay in
were three day residential ones the fact that CDB did not leave
with around 35 participants. the farmers after facilitating them
Farmer representatives from CPS to form farmer collectives.
across the state were being Instead
they
gave
them
together in a training centre for managerial
and
technical
three days, discussing their trainings to develop the skills of
problems and prospects and it the farmers and induce them to
was encouraging to note that the think different. They gave
farmers themselves were finding suggestions of activities which
solutions for the issues they faced could be undertaken by the
and planning their future groups which were like a ray of
activities. They learnt to sit light for the farmer groups who
together, analyse the issues , find were in darkness.
Once
solutions and based on that convinced, the coconut farmers
prioritise the future course of took on from there. And CDB
action. The traditional mindset of supported them through their
looking up to the Government for programmes. Even the routine
everything was slowly broken schemes
for
coconut
down. The trainings were able to development by the Ministry of
cultivate in them a “We Feeling” Agriculture were implemented in
which was crucial in a a more efficient manner with the

advent of CPS. New schemes
were tailor made for the farmer
collectives so that they are given
a strong support in their nascent
stage.
A CPS had around 5000 coconut
palms under its purview and it
was sufficient to initiate group
activities in crop production,
plant protection, harvesting and
farm level processing. Marketing
tie ups could be established with
tender coconut vendors for
supply of produce and the
farmers had a say in price
fixation. The coconut farmers
were slowly becoming price
makers. CDB also took efforts to
include the CPS as the
implementing
agencies
of
Government schemes.
This act paved the way for the
CPS to plan their schemes,
submit it at the Local Self
Government Institutions at the
panchayath level, which is the
basic unit of governance and
implement the same. Grass root
level issues could be addressed
and solved at that level
effectively.
The
peoples
representatives at the village
level were getting involved in the
activities which brought a new
dimension to the movement since
it resulted in policy decisions
genuinely based on finding
solutions to regional issues.
Increased care and nurture of the
coconut plantations indirectly
had a positive effect on
productivity.

Nursery established by FPO
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Coconut Producers Federation
– The intermediate level
Federation: Once the foundation
of the farmer collectives, ie., the
CPSs were established firm and
strong, CDB moved on to the
next level, the Coconut Producer
Federations (CPFs). The CPSs in
a geographical area were
integrated to form federations.
Around 15-25 CPSs joined to
form a CPF. A CPF thus had, on
an average, 100,000 palms in its
area of operation which provided
adequate raw material resource to
initiate any commercial activity.
The CPFs were also given a legal
status by formulating a common
byelaw and getting them
registered as a Charitable society.
An Executive Council of 9
members were entrusted with the
implementation of the activities.
At the Federation level, activities
were undertaken for installing
community based infrastructure
for copra production which was
extended financial support from
CDB. Utilizing the services of
the Friends of Coconut Tree
(FOCT) training program for
palm climbers conducted by
CDB, the federations trained and
developed a task force who were
utilized for all the crop
cultivation operations including
harvesting on a rotational basis.
The advantages were mutually
benefitting – the trained youth
were assured of employment year
round in their own native place
by associating with a federation
and the farmers were assured of
labor for all their cultivation
operations including harvesting
which
indirectly
impacted
productivity. CDB included the
Federations under the crop
productivity schemes of CDB
and
supplied
inputs
like
fertilizers, organic manures, seed
material of intercrops, green
manure crops etc. And at the
Federation level, a plan was
prepared and implemented in a
time bound manner using the task
force of trained FOCT ensuring
that all the inputs were applied in
26

the hands of the genuine farmers.
The representatives from the
Federations were also invited to
be members of the committees
constituted by the respective
Local
Self
Government
Institutions to finalize the
schemes related to coconut in
their area. The voice of the small
holder coconut farmers was
being heard. This was a great
It was also encouraging to notice landmark with the genuine
prophylactic sprays and plant farmer getting an opportunity to
protection measures undertaken be involved in policy decision
at the Federation level which making.
created a positive impact on the
efficient control of pests and Nationalized banks in India
diseases. Seminars on scientific started approaching CDB to get
crop cultivation, biocontrol of linked with the Federations to
pests and diseases, organic extend them timely credit at
farming etc were organized by nominal rates. They even send
the Federation. During price fall, teams to the villages and
when
the
Governments conducted camps on credit
announced minimum support wherein the Federation members
price for copra, the Federations just came with the necessary
and the CPS collectively details and got Kissan Credit
procured coconut, converted to Cards issued to them. The Kissan
copra and supplied to the Credit Cards meant easy and
Government thereby ensuring timely loans at nominal rates of
that the farmers were saved from interest for the farmers saving
price fall. The financial support them from the clutches of the
extended by the Government traditional village level money
during price crisis thus reached lenders, who charged exorbitant
time in all the coconut gardens.
Federations also took initiative in
identifying and marking good
mother palms in their area of
operation for seed nut collection.
They also procured good seed
nuts from well managed farms
and undertook production of
seedlings based on the demand in
the Federation.

Collective marketing of produce
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Federations in a geographical
area were integrated to form
Producer Companies. A Producer
Company will have around one
million coconut palms in its area
of operation. This was adequate
raw material base for commercial
activities.

Neera collection at Coconut Producer Society level

rates of interest for the loans.
The federations started small
scale processing activities like
production of virgin coconut oil,
coconut
chips,
desiccated
coconut, shell charcoal, coir and
coir pith etc with minimum
investment. CDB also supported
by suggesting a ten point
program of activities and it was
heartening to notice that CPFs
were thinking beyond the ten
point activities and initiating
novel activities on their own.
Federations even started string of
tender coconut outlets, run either
directly or through franchisees
and managed the produce supply
through a well implemented
harvesting calendar. All the
farmer members were equally
benefitted and the transparency
in activities were maintained.

facilitated and educated to fulfill
all the statutory formalities.

The CPFs were more visible than
the grass root level CPSs for the
society. The Farmer collectives
were indeed a strong, silent
uprising of the coconut farmers
that the Governments took notice
of them and policy decisions that
hindered exploiting the potentials
of coconut were changed. The
amendment of the century old
Abkari Act that prevented
extraction
of
coconut
inflorescence sap by the farmers
in the coconut growing states is
a landmark in the history of
coconut cultivation in India. The
federations
were
issued
permission to produce coconut
inflorescence sap and its value
added products in major coconut
growing states. The strength of
the scattered small holders turned
The Federations were also out to be a force to reckon with.
extended managerial training by
CDB, the topics covered in the Coconut Producer Companies
training at a slightly higher and (CPC)- the apex body: As the
started
getting
broader magnitude compared to Federations
the CPS trainings. CDB also involved in processing activities,
extended man power support for the idea of a Producer Company
secretarial assistance so as to at the apex level was floated by
help
the
Federations
in CDB. In the background of the
maintaining the records like failure of the cooperative
minutes
of
meetings, movement, Government of India
membership
records,
book had introduced the concept of
keeping, annual reports to be Producer Companies, which are
submitted to the Registrar of farmer owned private limited
About
ten
Societies etc. The farmers were companies.
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The Producer Companies were
registered under the Indian
Companies
Act,
1956.
Representatives
from
the
Federations and CPSs became
Directors of the Producer
Company. The share holders of
the CPC were farmers, CPSs and
CPFs who contributed to the
equity. CDB also worked
towards securing a matching
equity participation for the CPCs
from the State Governments and
Government of India which has
been successful to a large extent.
This meant adequate financial
base
for
establishing
an
integrated coconut processing
infrastructure by the Producer
Company for the benefit of its
member farmers.
The CPCs have developed as
professional organizations with
commercial intentions. Since the
CPCs were formed step by step,
with the solid consolidation of
the coconut farmers, there is a
strong backward integration
established. Since the ownership
is of the farmers, profits realized
always goes back to the farmers.
A direct link of the producer with
the
consumer
could
be
established and the intermediaries in the supply chain
minimized to the maximum
extent. This shortening of the
supply chain has also led to
reduced expenses and increased
revenues for the farmer. CPCs
have planned primary processing
of the raw material to be
undertaken at the Federation
level and the further processing
and packaging of the finished
product at the Producer Company
level, so that un necessary
duplication of investment in
infrastructure is avoided. They
27

upported by
y
standardss. CDB su
intensifyiing its trainiings on food
d
processinng which pro
ovided them
m
skilled m
manpower forr processing.
CDB alsso extended support forr
credit bby linking them to
o
institutiions
financial
and
d
providedd a project based 25%
%
subsidy from CDB for the unit.
The CPC
Cs are into branding off
their prooducts and have even
n
the
su
sought
upport
off
managem
ment instituttes to createe
and deveelop markets.. We find thee
evolutionn of a strrong farmerr
communiity ready to take on thee
challengees of the gllobal markett
and com
mpete to excel. Thee
picture oof the submiissive farmerr
in miseryy is gradually
y fading.

Collective maarketing of produce

have enttered into exxport of fresh
coconut and its value added The CPC
Cs have em
mbarked uponn
productss too.
the projeects foreseenn with utmosst
seriousneess. They haave appointedd
The CP
PCs were also extended Chief Executive
E
O
Officers withh
residentiial managerrial traininggs relevant
experieence
andd
conducteed
by
renowned professioonals
too
handlee
managem
ment
instiitutes.
Thhe productioon and markketing of theiir
trainingss included topics likke productss. They have realized thaat
managem
labour
ment
annd a skilledd professionnal team is
Companny laws and rules so as to
t required for the Companies too
equip the
t
Companny Directorrs establishh and grow
w. CPCs aree
regardinng
the
statutorry even exeecuting Mem
morandum of
formalities in ooperating a Understaanding witth premium
m
Produceer Companyy. Experiencce institutioons in foodd processingg
sharing sessions were
w
arranged like Cenntral Food Technologica
T
al
with private entreppreneurs whho Researchh Institute for
f continuedd
shared thheir success stories. Each support in technnology for
session was
w a learninng experiencce processinng and packkaging to suiit
and eduucated them on the waay global sttandards.
forward. The proofessionalism
m
and com
mmitment tto the causse They have establisheed integratedd
could bee instilled inn the farmerrs coconut processingg units andd
installed machineryy of globaal
though these
t
traininggs.
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As on 331.3.2015, 7479 CPSs,
534 CPF
Fs and 25 CPCs havee
been esttablished in India. Thiss
indirectlyy
indicaates
thee
aggregatiion of nearly
y one million
n
farmers under the umbrella off
Farmer Producer Organisations
O
s
working with one go
oal in mind the sustaained developpment of thee
coconut sector and thereby thee
coconut farmer. Alll the CPS,
CPF andd CPCs forrmed are att
,
different stages of development
d
some inn the form
mative stage,
others inn the stabiliization stagee
and som
me who haave already
y
reached a self sustain
ning stage. Itt
was fouund that thee leadership
p
abilities and the convincing
g
power oof the CP
PS/CPF/CPC
C
executivees determineed the stagee
of devellopment of the farmerr
collectivee, indirectlyy indicating
g
the relevvance and th
he success off
the manaagerial traininngs given.
Consortiium
Coconutt
of
Producer Compaanies: Thee
Producerr Companiess established
d
have furtther joined together
t
and
d
formed a Consortium
m of CPCs.
The Connsortium hollds meetingss
once inn a quarteer, initially
y
convenedd by CDB annd later taken
n
over by the Consorrtium. Issuess
regardingg the activvities done,
progress of the initiativess
undertakeen, support required,
r
thee
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constraints
faced
etc
are
discussed in these meetings. This
meeting also serves the role of an
experience sharing where ideas
are
shared
and
mutually
benefitting
activities
are
undertaken. The Consortium also
takes the role of representing the
CPCs in meetings with the
Government, industry etc and
voicing the issues of the coconut
farmers. It undertakes liaison
with the organizations and
officials in issues regarding legal
and procedural formalities that
affect
the
farmers.
The
Consortium evolved the natural
way, with the CPCs feeling the
need for the same and the
facilitation done by Coconut
Development Board.
The Voyage: The formation of
the three tier collectives was not
hurdle free and the sail was not
smooth. There were obstacles at
each level, initially from the
farmers themselves who were
reluctant to unite and thereafter at
each stage from the other
stakeholders like traders, middle
men, lobbies of oil merchants etc.
Since the farmer collectives
comprise of diverse individuals
with
different
political
ideologies, religious beliefs,
social status etc, there were
occasional sparks which were
diverted
towards
positive
development by the CDB
officials who facilitated. At times
there even evolved competition
between the CPCs to excel.

farmers was the dream of the
visionary in Shri T.K. Jose IAS,
Chairman, CDB who wanted the
coconut sector to establish and
the world to recognize the
potentials of this wonder crop.
This was achieved by leading the
team, putting the time bound plan
into action through the dedicated
officials, convincing the team
whenever
they
were
apprehensive, coercing them
when they doubted, motivating
them when they were let down
and finding sustainable ways for
overcoming the hurdles faced in
the journey. The strong support
of the coconut fraternity was the
concrete base on which the
system could be built upon. The
farmers were tired of the time
bound schemes and wanted a
permanent solution to their issues
and found this system of self
sustenance long lasting. They
were willing to put in their time,
money and effort to establish the
system.

Tangible Benefits realized:
Farmer empowerment: An
organized farming community
meant that any agricultural
developmental activity could be
implemented at the grass root
level effectively through the
farmer network established. The
organization of farmer collectives
enhances the penetration and
adoption of technology, scientific
cultivation practices and farm
level processing. The capacity
building programs empowered
CDB as a facilitating body them, instilled confidence in
helped in maintaining healthy them and created a pride in them
competition.
There
were to be a farmer. The concept of
constraints faced during equity inclusive growth is materialized
collection, arranging institutional through the farmer collectives.
credit, marketing etc, which were
overcome with concerted efforts. Coconut Sector development:
It is not that all issues have been
solved, but the participating The organized functioning of the
farmers have been equipped to farmer collectives ensured proper
face the challenges and find management of the coconut
gardens which indirectly resulted
solutions.
in increased production and
The Path: The three tier productivity. The community
organization of the coconut initiatives for pest and disease
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management proved effective in
eliminating the major pests and
diseases.
Replanting
and
rejuvenation of the coconut
gardens was also effective when
working through farmer groups.
Increased and sustained incomes
motivated the farmers and more
area is being brought under
coconut cultivation. There has
been increased participation of
youth in coconut cultivation,
processing and marketing.
Societal development: Employment
opportunities
were
generated with each activity
undertaken by the collectives
which also contributed to the
development of the rural
economy as a whole. Increase in
incomes of the farmers improved
their living standards, addressed
the issues of food security and
contributed to the development
of the society as a whole.
Increase in rural incomes also
increased the purchasing power
of the farmers.
The revival of the rural economy
added to the Gross Domestic
Product of the country. The three
tier farmer collectives organized
in India is a replicable success
story, that is applicable to many
of the coconut producing regions
in
the
world.
Regional
differences and situations may
demand adaptable modifications
of the concept, but the underlying
principle is the same. Equipping
the farmers to solve the
constraints they face rather than
solving their problems for them
will lead to the development of a
strong agrarian system capable of
facing any challenge, predictable
or unpredictable, that may
emerge. The role of the
developmental organizations is to
give the support, the handholding
that they need in the nascent
stages,
the
way
CDB
accomplished in India.
Deepthi Nair, S. is Assistant
Director, Asian and Pacific
Coconut Community.
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